Rare NSF grant keeps Prof. Brillson’s microelectronics research going strong

For 20 years, Ohio State Electrical and Computer Engineering/Physics professor Len Brillson and his team have explored the micro-scale world of electronics in order to advance next-generation technology. The National Science Foundation just gave him a rare grant extension to keep their work going strong:
Full story: http://go.osu.edu/brillson-nsf

ECE alumna earns prestigious NAE membership

The National Academy of Engineering (NAE) just announced its list of new 2016 members, and ECE alumnus Dr. Yilu Liu now earns her place in professional distinction. Find my article on Liu and learn which Ohio State engineering alumni share this honor.
My story: http://go.osu.edu/liu-nae
Article that ran at her university: http://go.osu.edu/lui-nae-tenn

Upcoming events:
- Feb. 22-28, National Engineering Week
- March 5, Makeathon, 2016
- March 10, ECE MeetUp at the High Voltage Lab